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Okay. I have to go here. There has been a systematic
campaign to try to discredit Zelensky. It comes from one place:
the Kremlin. Before I do details: ask why he has 90% approval
in UKR and support from all of NATO, from people who see him
every day & under great stress?/1
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All of those folks will have enormously more info than you do and a much greater interest in

an effective president. So could it be that you might be conned by a fake video or photo?

Occam's Razor./2

Start with the latest Russian re-assertion of a crazy story they try early in the war: Zelensky is

a big cocaine user. Every attempt was been debunked (that they were faked should also tell

you something -who has a motive?)./3 

Three claims accuse Volodymyr Zelensky of being addicted to cocaine
In recent weeks, people have been sharing at least three videos purporting to show
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky either using cocaine or making incoherent
remarks after allegedly consuming d…

https://observers.france24.com/en/europe/20220428-debunked-claims-volodymyr-zele…
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Early clever photo-shopped picture to make him (Jewish) into a "Nazi" - again who would

take time to do it & why? See a pattern yet?/4  

Zelenskyy Swastika Jersey Pic is Fake
There's been a concerted effort by Russian propagandists to depict Ukrainian's
president as a Nazi.

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/zelenskyy-swastika-jersey/

Consistent stories that he is stealing money from aid: debunked six ways from Sunday, but

still believed by people who do not check. [Don't rely on opinions, go to the facts cited to

debunk]/5 

Fact Check: False claim that Zelenkyy bought parents multimillion-doll…
The home Zelenskyy is purported to have bought is still for sale, the real estate
agent confirmed.

https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2022/11/11/fact-check-false-claim-zelen…
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Zelensky is worth about $25M from his TV career, incl part ownership in the production

company. He was wealthy before politics, but not a "billionaire."/6. 

President Zelensky Is Not A Billionaire. So How Much Is He Worth?
Despite social media reports claiming he’s a billionaire, Volodymyr Zelensky
doesn’t come close to making Forbes’ global wealth rankings.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattdurot/2022/04/20/president-zelensky-is-not-a-billionai…

Before his trip to DC, a very fake story circulated that his wife went on a big shopping spree

in Paris. Please click on the link to the original photo that was photo-shopped to insert her

picture. Again, who would do this & why at that moment?/7 

Fake jet set pic is deadset pro-Putin propaganda - Australian Associat…
A Facebook user has posted a doctored photo to support a claim that the Ukrainian
president's wife is living a life of luxury during the war with Russian invaders.

https://www.aap.com.au/factcheck/fake-jet-set-pic-is-deadset-pro-putin-propaganda/
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Fact Check: Did Zelensky's wife go on $40K shopping spree in Paris?
Social media users speculated about an outing that the first lady of Ukraine
allegedly took during her visit to France earlier in December.

https://www.newsweek.com/zelenska-zelensky-ukraine-russia-paris-france-shopping-s…
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Another story early on that people still refer to without checking: Zelensky was not in Kyiv or

was faking his photos/vids from Ukraine. Totally bogus. But who would try this scam?/9 

Pro-Kremlin influencers reignite Zelenskyy “green screen” theory
Narrative recycles old footage of the Ukrainian president recording a hologram to
allege he fled the countryBy Roman Osadchuk, for @DFRLabPro-Kremlin actors
are re-circulating the false narra

https://www.stopfake.org/en/pro-kremlin-influencers-reignite-zelenskyy-green-screen-t…

The biggest scam remains the money laundering claims. These have been adopted by many

Americans because they fit into a narrative about Hunter Biden & many want them to be

true. But playing your bias is part of any good scam./10 
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NEW ON AID TO UKRAINE  1/12 
Time for new report on aid to UKR & continued 
audit/oversight underway. "There has likely never 
been more accountability or transparency measures 
in place for US foreign assistance than what is 
available for Ukraine aid."/1

hudson.org
Ten Myths about US Aid to Ukraine
View PDF Ukraine is in a national struggle that will determine its 
geopolitical future: the country will either be a firm member of …

10:44 AM · Jan 1, 2023
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Biden's bagman was Poroshenko. The president Zelensky beat with 73% of vote in 2019.

Zelensky probably provided half the FBI file on Biden, since Poroshenko & deals were

investigated in UKR. Trump gave mil aid to Zelensky in 2019. /11

Poroshenko’s lawyer: New investigation targets Poroshenko, Biden 
The Prosecutor General’s office launched a criminal investigation against Petro
Poroshenko, the former president of Ukraine, Poroshenko’s lawyer Igor Golovan
said, in a statement. Golovan cl...

https://www.kyivpost.com/ukraine-politics/poroshenkos-lawyer-new-investigation-target…

Zelensky is a "dictator," a totally bogus claim circulated by Tucker Carlson. All of his

allegations are totally bogus. UKR has a functioning Parliament and court system [they have

reversed Zelensky on some matters]. The one-liners are very deceptive./12 
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TUCKER CARLSON   
@CarlsonTonight 
Somehow Viktor Orban from Hungary brain-washed 
him. The staff on his show apparently does no fact 
checking. So I did some for them. These are some of 
the allegations he has made and how inaccurate 
they are./1 
@Threadapp unroll
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• • •

So Zelensky is a popular wartime leader fighting Russia invaders. We know he is much in the

limelight, esp in UKR. There are many obvious fake stories & none of the people who know &

rely on him have lost any faith. So maybe you should not jump to conclusions over a

tweet?/13
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